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COLLECTIONS
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~
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LOWEST PRIC:E RECORDS & Jape~ in New
Me.'1:ico. Natural Sound continues its "mellow down
easy" saJe.-all 6.98 list LP's 1 3.99, all 7.98 list LP's,
4.99. Higher lisJ LP's and all tape~. $1.00 off.
Natural Sound Records and Tapes, 119 H.arvl.lrd SE
Store Only, acrof;s from Hippo Ice Cream.
2124
HERALD LOOM: 4S", 4 harness, double front and
b;:lck hcarns, 266-4567 uner 4:00.
2/20
ELECTRONIC,.' IGNITION SPECIALS good thru
Februury. Delta Mark JOB $39,95; Megaspark 400
$42.9!5;· Tiger SST $34.95. · 268-5490. Elet.ironic
lgnilion Sl.lle~.
2/17
10 SP.EED BERTIN, Brand new plus extras, $110.
26R-41S4
2122·
SINGER FUTURA TOP oft he line. Siightly used but
still U!ldcr warranty. Push bullon bobbin-winder, has
cmnpmcrltcd bUIIonhollng. Does IOO's tJf ft~i'JC:Y
sthchcli. Regular $800, now $1 SO t."ash. 294·8755. 2121l
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C:ONTACTS17 POLISHING&SOLUTIONS. Casey
Oplic:al Company, 2!5,-8736.
lfn

AlBUQUERQUE JOURNAL ONLY IOc. American
dgareucs 48c, every morning al Pipe & Tobacco
Road. Yl block from UNM. 107 Corncli·SE, M-F9-6
"'ndSat. 10-S,
2/17
2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. Full
• ruition, books, fees, plus $100 per month. rryou tlave
completed at least 2 semeslers of ,calculus and I
seme.'Oier or physics and will be less than 2-' years old
at gradualibn you arc invited 10 apply. If intcreslcd
coii766-233S.
2117
WANT TO BE UNM'S "Deep Throat1" Know
something we should know? Calllhe LOBO news tip
hotline. 277-!56S6.
2/17
VOUR CONCEPTS ARE important. Submil your
arli~tic and literary conceptions to ConceptionsSouthwest, Marron Hall, Rm. IO.S or UNM Box 20.
Deadline Feb. 28. for more information call leslie
299-4773,
2/17

JOE INFO: MAY the soundtrack of life always be
playing your song.
2/17
PERRY'S PIZZA. WE DELIVER. Cal1843-97SO.
2/20
THE GYROS DINER iscoming.l06-ACorneiiSE.
2/20
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Campaign Against
Radioactive Wa~ae Dispo~l in NM. Contact SW
Rco;earch, 13!5 Harvard SE, 26S-0461.
2/21
"CHANGED"· THE SPIRITUAl.. realilics of life
controlled by people. A documentary running noun
SUU 2SOC, M·W-F February 13,15,17. The Way
lntcrnauonal.
2117
MOTHER EARTH NEWS back issues discounted
10°"o. Chamim Bookshop. 266-1229.
2111

lNTERE;STED IN MEDI("INE: Come to the PrcHc<Jhh Science meeting_; Monday 2120178, Mitchell
Hall 120, 8 1"1111; Mcdu:al Mudcnts will be present to
an ..wcr quc<.tion...
2117
2 TI('KETS·UTJ:-.P gamc,_$5. 266-9031.
2/i/
MARIAN, HAI'PY 23RD. I·SINTHEl A. D.F.,
M.P.
2/17

LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S t~rough the Happy
_Hour... cvery Friday from !5:30 to 7:30.
2/17
BIRTHDAY KARL, Finally 21! love
2/17

HAPPY

Romper Room.

NICK, YOU'VE REALLY got me curious now. Have
you become so in love wilh the food at Carrara's that
you've forgotten the other pleasures in life? I guess
I'll ju~l hang aroUnd Carrara's from the- time they
open at II am til they close at midnight until I see
you. So if you're still interested, juS! come by and see
me ~orne time. Mary.
2117
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical,
Experienced teacher.•Private lessons. Call Marc at·L
&MMusit:Studio.247-8158.
2/17

2

LOST & FOUND

--·-------------FOUND: YOU'RE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
charming baby in the Computer Center parking lot.
Identify and claim the photo dmrm in Room IDS,
Marron Hall.
2/20

FIND YOURSELF in the Pence Corps. Onega 233.
ss

277-5907.

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES •.Prepurc Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
lfn
TYPING. I" QUALITY. 883-7787.
2/24
MATH TUTORING AVAILABL.E. Prc-Cnlcul~s.
Rcn)cdi;ll, etc. Jt•c, 299-1 J08.
2120
EXPERT TYPING. 266-4!i(J7.
I.ESSONS~

Beginners welcl}tnl!. 2M-9291.

DRESSMAKING.
ALTERATIONS.
REASONABLE. 262-()868.
2117
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appoimment.
2Cl8-8SI5.
tfn
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HOUSING

THREE BLOCKS TO UNM. fem:cd 1-bdrm home.
Pets fine, SIOO bills paid. Call 262-17SI, Valley
Rentals, $30 fee. ·
Ul7
CLEAN SOLID 2-BDRM house. Enormous fenced
yards. Kids, pets, $165. Call 262·1751, Valley
Rentals; $30 fcc.
2117
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning?· Need a place to live for spring term? Come
to The College Inn. 303 Ash NE, 243·2881.
2117
ONE BLOCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment. Twin or double beds, $18!5. Varsity
Hou<.,e,l41 ColumbiaSE.
3110

2128
Seg_m·ia method.
2/28

AIKIDO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art·Mcditatio1t.
Fir•a \co;son free. Sandia Judo ("lub. 9:00 am
Saturdny,
2:22

242-9092

2

c,-c~.

(C\C.)

PART-TIME WORI\

~day~

u week and 2 nights, M·

F It :00-2:00 1 cveqing)j: Mond~y 6-10, Friday 6:30ll:OO. $2.65/rn.:r hour. Golden Fried Chicken. 1830
2/21
Lomas NE. Ask for Manager, 242~2-lSI. ·
OVERSEAS JOBS·-Summer/ycar-ronnd. Europe, S.
Amcri~a. Amilratia, Asiu, et~.:. All field.'>, $500~$1200
rnumhty, expens~ paid, .~igiH seeing. Free- in·
fllrmt~ti<m. Write: BHP Co., Dox 4490, Dept, NO,
Berkeley, Ca. 9471)4.
3/10
PART-TIME JOB: SALES, Jle;o~ible hour:-;, good pay,
Poo;sible rull·time summer. Call Phil f'ranr:lyk, CLU.
~Rl-~lf>ll.
2/17

8.

DUE TO NON-PAYMENT Sansui receiver, un~
t:laimcd layltway turntable, ~.·asscne or 8-tnu:k
rct."ordcr and deluxe Fronolk speakers. Assume small
pa_ymcms:, 268-4393.
2121

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $S9.95 buys
_you I) Unrk walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam c~nnfort pad, 4) any size manrcss with 3-year
guarantee; $89.9S. 3407 Ccntrul NE. 25S-2289. 2123

MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL GuitarS: 1968 Jose
Rnmircz--$:1 ,750. 1974 Hernan dis Com:cn--$650~
247-2117 or 2SS-7488.
2/21
OLD FENDER TELECASTER, hard ca~c,·, Humbm:ker pid-up, white, $200 firm, kccr trying., 2422386.
2/1.0

Monday, February 20, 1978

'

MISCELLANEOUS

DANCE!!! FEBRUARY 19, 1978 Jpm-ipm,
American Legion Hall, 1201 Mountain Rd. NE,
Music by Spinning Wheel. $6-couple, $3-sing\c.
Tickcu av;1ilable at all Ticket master locations. "1.117
HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of History? Join Phi Alpha
Theta (Hislory Honorary Sot:icty). MANY
BENEFITS. Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesa Vista Hall
2121
2076.

Covered.. . 'IIV'ago.n
Makers af Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWPI

6.

H the UNM parking subcom

EMPLOYMENT

"'

WI,

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE. studcms only.
1\flcmoons ;.md evenings. Must be able to work
Friday am.! SalUrllay night~. Mml be 21 years old.
1\pply in person, no pht)llC calls plcuse, Save-Way
l.iquorSwrc-. nt 57()4 Loma~ NE. 5.5lti Mcmml NE.

lMMACtll.t\ Tl· 4-BDRI\·1 HOUSE. L.argc
yard. Kids, pel'>, \\Ckamc. $17!i.
Valle)' Rcntul~. $30 fcc.

C~11l
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TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Extorted
money from
5 Hindu group
10 Sweetsop
14 Devotion
15 Noted Can.
doctor
16 Socia I org.
17 On the
ocean
18 Coins of
Iran
19 Take-out
order
phrase
20 Holy ---·-·
22 Tell all:
Slang
24 Mountain:
Prefix
25 Buenos----27 Trampled
heavily
29 Protections:
Brit.
32 Animal park
33 Desert
one's comrades
34 Heating
devices
36 Bind
40 Kind of auto
42 Didn't go to
bed:2
words
44 Hep
45 Superior
quality
4 7 Old II. playing card

49 Ignoble
UNITED Feature Syndicate
50 Ump
52 Of a Roman
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
tyrant
54 Farewell
word
58 Bold
59 Shem's son
60 Deal out
62 Trees
65 Fail to include
67 Disdain
gesture
69 Mastery
70 Large bag
71 Suspenseful
72 Gutter site
731nside:
Comb. form
38 Greek colstern
74 Tracts
onnade
11
Go
as
a
75 Killed
39 Seeded
throng
41 Evil
1 2 Tida I bore
DOWN
43 Certain
13 Remained
transfers
afoot
1 Sheep's cry 21 French river 46 School
period
2 Rid oneself 23 Dismiss:
48 Implement
of
Slang
3 For all time: 26 Fr. upper
51 Festival
53 Pushes
2 words
house
against
4 Darling: In- 28 P.I.Moslem
gently
formal
29 "Flower---54 Near
5 Amends
Song"
6 ··---was
55 Of mankind
30 Reduce
56 Command
going to St.
pressure
lves"
31 Man's great 57 Opposite
61 Irish river
7 House founadversary
dation
35 Affirmative 63 Cleave
64 Eject
8 William and
answers
66 Ring decison
37 Lacking
sion: Abbr.
9 Substitute
complete
68 All 50: Abbr.
1 0 Toward the
accuracy

CORONADO SHOPPING CENTER

LOBO photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
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Gubernatorial candidate Joe
Skeen spoke about citizens'
political obligations and involvement in the political process to
New Mexico government classes
Friday.
In discussing the current water
shortage problem in New Mexico
Skeen said it has been a majo;
problem in the state. He added that
the water should be better
distributed to serve the state's
agricultural base.
Skeen said that conservation of
water should become a major
political focus. Improvement and
efficiancy measures are being
developed such as the recycling of
sewage water for living purposes
hesaid.
'
Sk~en said he could not support
or object to the use of New Mexico

shall remain at the rate of $250 per
- Adopt a fee schedule that
year but will be in effect only for eith'er will be an increased uniform
the same hours as paid par king,
schedule of $60 for f~culty and
- All renters of UNM land such staff and $40 for students or be a
as Bernalillo County Public Health graduated scale depending on
Department, will be charged faculty and staff salary.
parking fees as if they were emFaculty and 1 staff pay between
ployees.
$96 and $52 for a year's permit and
The matter of patient parking on students pay $36.
the north campus has not been
The recomm.endations of the
resolved. The report, states patients Parking Subcommittee were
should pay for parking or the presented and discussed at four
parking system should be reim. ~iffere.nt meetings in November._+,~~
bursed for patient parking in some mcludmg the--Faculty :senate, tne
manner.
Student Senate, and two open
"It is assumed that the problem hearings.
will be resolved by negotiations
A partial summary of the
between the UNM administration comments about the recomand the various agencies involved mendations showed that there was
on the north campus," the report strong opposition to the idea of
said,
patients paying for parking on the
Other recommendations include: north campus, pointing out that
- Charge all visitors on the many patients cannot afford to pay
campus at- the rate of 50 cents a for parking.
day.
Other comments were about the
- Obtain an equitable share of possibility of future parking fee
UNM-Ievied parking fines from the increases
and support for
City of Albuquerque. The sub- eliminating the bus service between
committee said it does nt anticipate the north and central campuses.
any such funds for 1978-79.
Rosenblum said that she expected
Initiate a drive-up parking the recommendations to be apinformation and assistance system. proved by the Regents.

Preliminary research into the use
of marijuana on chemotherapy
treatment patients is underway at
the UNM Cancer Research and
Treatment Center.

Anyone taking part in the
project, should it develop, would
have to be required to have the
approval of their physician, the
statement said.

Prior to the recent legislative
action which allows glaucoma and
chemotherapy treatment patients to
receive
marijuana
with
a
_prescription, the Senate Judiciary
Committee had passed a memorial
allowing the cancer center to
conduct experiments using pot on
chemotherapy patients.

The statements also said the

Community College Plan
To Finance Committee

After six hours of testimony an·d
discussion, the New Mexico State
Senate, sitting as a committee of the
In a prepared statement, writen whole, voted to turn the question of
bef~:e the current legislation, creating a Bernalillo County
off1ctals at the cancer center said community college over to the
they were looking at other projects Senate Finance Committee for its
that have been done using recommendation.
· marijuana for clinical purposes.
The session was the first Senate
hearing on the proposal and many
senators admitted they were not
The statement said the center familiar with the implications of the
would be "very willing to par- college.
ticipate in such a project.''

as a spot for nuclear waste disposal
because of his lack of knowledge on
the issue.
He told the groups that if elected
gover~or, he would try to provide
more JOb oppertunities for young
people and more information on
political issues.
"The loss of campaign races is
due to the ego of the individual and
how he acquires power· that is the
key word in a campaign:•' he said.
Skeen said major deteriment of
voter turnout and election results in
New Mexico is due to an ethnic
block. Anglos, Indians and
Hispanics need more political
representation to effect the outcome of decisions in government
Outside races being run together
affect the outcome of voter tur·
(cont. on pBge

OJ

Housing
List at
UNM Office

The UNM Dean of Students
office operates an up-to-date
~ousing list open to the wl:ole
Albuquerque community. The
listing includes houses, apar~----~-~'tmcnts and rooms for rent a<
Information gathered from
community landlords is kept in a
ledger in the Dean of Students
oflice. The ledger is open for
inspection at no charge,
although information cannot be
given out over the telephone.
"These listings are here for
anyone who wants to look,"
said Mery Alonso, department
secretary. "It's a communitywide ~ervice, and not for

students only."
LOBO photo

Lobo Campers

Excellence demands sacrifice, not only from the Lobo basketball team,
but also from its fans.
Sunday, Lobo fans began gathering more than 12 hours before the eight
a.m. opening at the UNM athletic ticket office, in an attempt to try to
secure the best tickets available for the student reserve section in the Arena.
Joe Vertrees, the number one person in line, came with two other
persons.
•
Vertrees said, "Each person can pick up ten tickets, but we plan to get
only 18. Normally, you could get here at two in the morning and be one of
the first in line, but a hunch told me I'd better come about 5:15 (p.m.
marijuana would have to be
Sunday)
to get that number one spot. I'm really not that big of a fan, I
supplied to the center legally_
guess
I'm
just kind of crazy. Anyway, it's turned into a kind of party, so
Both the memorial and the most
it's
fun."
recent legislation were prompted by
The 12 hour queue is eviilence that Lobomania has made a hot item of a
efforts of a 26-year-old UNM
basketball ticket because, after passing the freezing, \vee hours of the
student, Lynn Pierson, who told
legislatiors he smoked Jl}aruijuana morning with beer and backgammon, the fans need something to warm
to ease the adverse side-efects of their souls.
chemotherapy.

Cancer Center Tokes Up

I,

OPEN 10·9
10·6 SAT
12·5 SUNDAY

_

ee recommendations are approved, parking in the North lot

In Chemotherapy Tests

'I

•SIBELIUS •CHARPENTIER •PUCCINI•VAVALDI•GOLDMARK •CH.ARPENTIER
•VIV.ALDI•ELGAR •SIBELIUS •LA DIV.INA •BRAHAMS •SIBELIUS •GOLDMARK
•ELGAR •BRAHMS •CHARPENTIER •VIVALDI•ELGAR •SIBELIUS •PUCCINI

no •Onger be free.

Students will pay more for
parking permits and will no longer
be able to park free anywhere on
campus next year if the recommendations of the Parking Subcommittee's report are approved.
The Parking Subcommittee has
turned in its final report on the
recommendations of the 1977 UNM
Transportation-Parking Study to
the Campus Planning Committee.
Estelle Rosenblum, chairperson
of the Campus Planning Committee, said the report will be
presented to UNM President
William Davis and the Presidential
Advisory Committee. The Regents
will give final approval on the
recommendations.
If approved, Rosenblum said the
recommendations would go into
effect for 1978-79.
The recommendations of the
Parking Committee are:
- Substitute "fee" parking for
"free" parking in all areas on
campus. Reserved parking spaces

II
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By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer

I
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::!62-1751.
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Committee Suggests
Higher Parking Fees

2111

f,\f{"J-11\it '· t t

Water Conservation
Plugged by Skeen
By JOHN MAJESKI
LOBO Staff Writer

2:22
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MAN, UPPER CLASS or gmduutc, late cvCnin&and
Sutun.Jay hours. Copy shop. Stl.lrl $2.65 per hour.
l!nmediatc. Do not call, Apply in pcmm, DATACO,
Univcr~ity und l.oma<> NG,
2117

ENGINEERING STUDI.:NI f'ol:l-:D!':! l\\U ruum·
mate.-. 10 '>hare new, J-bdrm llouo;.c nc:tr 12th <.utd
Mcnnu1. S1:mtrnonth. include., utilitic~. J4!i·Ml7-t
:! 12
RFNf 1-BDR\1 HOUSE North Valle)", pet~. Sl4~.
[;lc~:t., \\iller paid. Paul 2%·4~a6 (9·5), -l~.t~:!.S-10

VIOLIN CONCERTO
I'EllUIAN

-~-

IJilcrnationa\ Ce11tcr Director. Anplication available
at lXII~ Las L.umas NE, 10-!2 and 1·4:30, or 4H .th~
Office of Jntcmatiotlal llrograms, 1717 Roma NE.
Dca~llinc March J I, 197R.
2/23

FOR SALE, KIRBY Classic Ill vacuum c\~cmer.
Commercial m~ltor and attachments. Small monthly
payments, 266-S872.
2121
LEI-I FOR REPAIR bill, Diai-0-Matic zig-z.ag
~ewing machine. Makes buttonholes, blind hems,
f:~ncy,dc~igns and all the goodies, S25.00. 266-5871.
2121
10 YEAR GUARANTEE, brand name color
tell!vb;ion. New factory wilrranly, no down payment.
Small monthly payments tUI balance is paid off. 266SH72.
2121

ASSUME SMALL MONTHlY paymems on deluxe
T;lppun mknlwave toudJ-matic, memory, browning
clement, arJjustable shelves. 268-4394,
2121

J

CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS, 21S Yale
Blvd. SE tll Lead. Newer, quiet, cnlnrfullv furni~hcd,
l:u~~ '\tudent styled studin apt.tnmcm .... n~·xt 111 ~liHc..,,
UNM. und TV-I. $155/nmnth with free uttlittc~. S IOU
dcpo~it, JHl nwmmatco;, or pc1,. ~t."t.' ~1il1hi,!!Cr >\ill.!

3.SERVICES

CLASSICAL GUITAR

QA TYPING 'SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 34,-2125.
4/29

4.

FORSALE

After an explanation of the
proposal by its sponsor, Sen. Abel
McBridge, D-~ern., testimony was
heard from the floor. UNM
President William E. Davis said
there has been "no objective,
deliberate analysis of the need for a
community college," and that the
Board of Educational Finance has
never conducted a full-blown
hearing nor made a decision on the
issue.
He asked that the Senate vote
against the proposal.

',Oli,

. ;-'

·~
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Bloody Battle Ends
1 Air Hostage Drama
LARNACA, Cyprus (UP!) Cypriot troops took part in a
§ bloody shootout Sunday night with
o-l Egyptian commandos trying an
~ Entebbe-style rescue. When the
Cl smoke had cleared the hostage
8 drama's captives were free and
·x terrorists in custody.
;:12
Egyptian and Greek Cypriot
i:l: officials differed over who was
responsible for the 45-minute battle
on the runway of Larnaca Airport.
Hospital officials said 10 Egyptian
troops were killed and at least '22
persons wounded.

0

z

Parker's big, warm,
friendly pen now at a
special price.·

'toTfat1fKCC¥E~' ~" ~
& CARTRIDGE PENCiL

SET

<j> THE PARKER PEN COMPANY

Gift Department at
UNM Bookstore
(on campus)

It was not immediately clear how
the 16 hostages were rescued during
a night in which the Egyptian plane
was set ablaze and the Cyprus
Airways DCS jet commandeered by
the two terrorists was peppered
with gunfire.
·
There were unconfirmed reports
that three of the hostages may have
been slightly injured.
Cypriot
President
Spyros
Kyprianou expressed
"deep
sorrow" for the clash betwee the
Egyptian troops and the Cypriot
National Guard but said:
"At the same time, l want
publicly to register my strong.
protest at the action taken by the
Egyptian government -- the
violation of the sovereignty of the
Republic of Cyprus.''
He said Egypt had requested
permission for its information
minister to come to Cyprus to
witness the attempts to free
hostage.
"When the plane landed, we
r.ealized there was no minister on
the plane but a good force of
commandos,'' Kyprianou said.
Speaking at a press conference at
Larnaca police headquarters, the
President said his government had
warned the Egyptian ambassador
and military attache that it did not
want any interference in the
surrender of the gunmen.
"Almost at about the time we
were to carry out this operation and
to implement this agreement,
suddenly and without any warning,
and despite our own warning that
we would not tolerate any interference, a jeepfull of commandos that came
out of the
military plane rushed at the Cyprus
airways aircraft and started firing
at it."
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World News
process, which stalled Saturday; voking of the Taft- Hartley Act
was dropped for the time being with with its back-to-work order for 80
most negotiators reported on their • days. Federal seizure of the
way home Sunday. Formal action coal fields, and binding arbitration:
of some nature was expected later The latter two require legilsation,
in the week, officials said.
b\Lt the official would not say they
"A series of definitive options were the two steps on which the
have been reviewed and recon- White House was seeking advice.
firmed for presentation to the
Reading from a statement
President," said Powell. "Con- produced after a 3 1/2 hour
sultation with congressional meeting of high-level strategists in
leadership will begin immedi~tely." the Cabinet Room, Powell said, "It
An administration . official. is clear that we can wait no longer
confirmed that three options are to initiate the process for resolving
included in the package: the in- this matter by other means.''
"The administration," the
official said, "has embarked on a
process which will culminate in one
of those three options" - TaftHartley, federal seizure of the
mines, or binding arbitration.
He said the decision to go to
SALONICA, Greece (UP!) -Scholars agree to the discovery of a 2,300
Congress
had been made at the first
year old royal tomb at Vergina last fall is the richest archeological find
round
of
strategy
sessions Saturday
made in Greece for decades. But they are not yet convinced it was the
night.
The
options
to be addressed
burial place of King Philip of Maceden, father of Alexander the Great.
by
Congress
were
unaminously
Prof. Manolis Andronikos, the Salonica University professor who
endorsed
by
the
group.
unearthed the tomb from beneath a 40 foot high earth mound, said in a
It is a "less attractive, but
recent interview:
unavoidable
course of action to
"As far as the archeological evidence points, I can identify this grave
resolve
these
differences," the
with that of Philip. But as a scholar l shall always have doubts, unless we
official said.
find an inscription, and that's unlikely."
His one time colleague, retired Prof. Ph otis Petas, disagrees. "I'm not
persuaded by Andronikos' arguments," Petsas said. "It strikes me as a
small unimpressive tomb for the greatest soldier and ruler of his day."
Andronikos has spent much of his career excavating around the farming
village of Vergina in northern Greece, but it was only last October that he
found the valuted tomb, with a temple facade surmounted by a
magnificent painting of a lion hunt.
"It is the unique quality of the fresco and the finds- the gold diadem of
the Macedonian kings, the scepter remains, gold decorated armor, the 22
PHILADELPHIA (UP!) - The
pound solid gold casket - that led me to believe it was the grave of a Food and Drug Administration
Macedonian king," Andronikos, 57, said.
Monday is "expected to run a safety
The tomb is dated to the late 4th century B. C. by pottery finds, a lamp check on 101,000 cases of Israeli
; no earlier than 340 B.C. and a few red-figure vases from Attica made no oranges to determine if they an;
, later than 320 B.C.
contaminated with mercury.
Andronikos points out: "The only king of Macdeon who died in Greece
A terrorist group has claimed
during that period was Philip, a much-married warrior who was responsibility for recently conassassinated at Aigai during a daughter's wedding feast in 338 B.C."
taminating some Israeli orange
shipments to European countries in
an effort to disrupt Israel's
economy,
and officials in
Philadelphia believed their ship·
ment might have been among them.
The inspection is to be conducted
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(UP!) - Leaders of the banned Monday afternoon by "an
provisional Irish Republican Army adequate work force" of FDA
took responsibility Sunday for the inspectors, acccording to a
bombing of a Belfast restaurant spokesman for the Philadelphia
office of the agency.
which killed 12 persons.
In a statement issued in Belfast
The inspection was scheduled to
through Sinn Fein, the IRA's take place Saturday, but the cargo
political wing, the leaders said that ship carrying the oranges did not
after investigating the innident, dock.
they admitted "with regret" that
The S.S. Nordland arrived in
the incident was carried out by one Philadelphia early Saturday
of their units.
morning after a two-day run from
The statement said the IRA had Halifax, Nova Scotia.
given two warnings nine minutes
Jack Madey, manager of John E.
before the bombs exploded Friday. O'Connor and Sons Inc., the ship's
Police have maintained that one local agent, said the Nordland
warning had been given too late to would reamin anchored in the
clear the hotel and the second came Delaware river until workers were
after the bomb had gone off.
available to unload the cargo.
Earlier
Sunday, • police
He said the Nordland, which was
distributed thousands of gruesome anchored in the Delaware River ·
posters showing the charred and near two bridges which connect
twisted remains of a women victim Philadelphia with New Jersey, was
of the born bing and appealed for not docked by his firm Saturday
help in tracking the killers.
because the cost was too high.
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1240 Wyoming Blvd~ N.E.
296·0588
5555 Montgomery N.E.
881-1018
3040 Juan Tabo
298·6868
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"We've got a feeling you're gonna like us.~
'

A
SPECIAL
COUPON
OFFER

Famous Fat Humphrey Deluxe ...

Ham-Salami-Capacola-Pepperoni-ProvalonePickles-Onions-Lettuce-T omc::to-Oil & Vinegar

·And Get One Free!
coupon good at Central Ave. location only
from 2-20-78 through 2-25-78

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT1830LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE REG. $1.44 VALUE

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

WITH THIS COUPON

HOURS:
11;00AMTO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRUTHUAS.
11;00AM TO 11:00 PM
FAI.&SAT.

'1830 LOMAS AT YALE ONLY

~

lb. Hamburr:~er

tDD% Pure Beef

&9~

I

with c:aupan

re1Jular !ID'

Mon.-Fri. •
9:00-6 .·00
Sat.
9':00-2:00

save 21'

Expires Sunday 2/26/78
~

Homemade food
is our bag •.

I
I

Half-Price Sale!

j

Bring a friend to lunch.

I

Buy a hot or cold sub at regular price and get the second sub
of equai value for half price.

a

(excluding Fatso no.l and no.2)

...-------- .....
:...

Buy One

aa...uENTS

...

100i Tijeras N.E. 247-3668
293-4508
2135-3667
345-5301
864-3522

266-1981

3624 CENTRAL SE Just EAST of Carlisle

I
.
I
ew location to service UNM

1631 EuhF.J.nk N.E.
511 Wyoming 1\J.E.
4523 4th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

FAT
HUMPHREY'S ®
call us at
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By JANE QUESNEL .
LOBO Staff Writer
The first time l got together with
my little sister, Jaye Grote, we went
to a park and rolled down hills. She
comes over and we watch Godzilla
movies on TV and do needlepoint.
Of course, if you want to go to a
movie and dinner afterward, you
can drop $10 in a night easily.
However, my sister's idea of dinner
out is "Jack in the Box."
Carolyn Emery was not speaking
of her own sister, but of .a little
sister she acquired through the Big
Brothers program.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Albuquerque, Inc., under the
auspices of the Child Guidance
Center, will celebrate National Big
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Opinions Clash
In Tomb Discovery
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Watches,

WASHINGTON. (UP!) - The
White House, saying it can wait no
longer, announced Sunday night it
will go immediately to Congress
with a series of "definitive" - but
undisclosed - options to end the
nation's 76-day old coal strike.
Presidential Press Secretary Jody
Powell refused to detail what plan
of action President Carter may take
but his statement appeared to
indicate action by the Congress will
be required.
.#
bargaining
The
collective
.
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·Big Brother

Carter to c·ongress
For Coal Strike End
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Coupon good 10 am to closing through 2·26·78
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Zap th.e System
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'.'The gloomy picture of ASUNM's financial position" - that's how
~ ASUNM Treasurer Roger Gonzales painted the main problem at last
..,; week's Senate 'meeting.
Optimistic predictions of the spring semester full-.time enrollment left
~ the senate in the red that only some quick action pulled them out of.
D-< Each year, the senate bases its spending on estimates of what the fulltime enrollment will be. This is done because the sena.te has only the
fees paid by full-time students to operate on.
BASED ON A PROJECTED 7.3 PERCENT DECREASE in full-time
·undergraduate enrollment, the senate expected to have $358,200 to
work with this year. However, the prediction was too optimistic and the
actual full-time undergraduate drop was closer to 10 percent leaving the
senate with about $338,450 to spend.
The senate had already appropriated more than that and only-a quick
retrieval of unused funds kept ASUNM out of the red.
Those who make the predictions cannot be blamed for this mess. Nor
can this year's senate.
WE BELIEVE SEN. MIMI SWANSON HIT THE NAIL on the head
when she said the senate should consider recommending a graduated
activity fee for part-time students who pay activity fees now only if they
so desire. "Since they used ASUNM services, maybe we should zap
the part-time students with a fee," Swanson said.
This is the type of clear thinking we would like to see the senate
exhibit more frequently.
·
One need only look at tlie myriad of benefits part-time students can
receive that are paid for by full-time students' activity fees. For
example, who is going to stop a part-time student from picking up the
LOBO that full-time students pay for? Although it's against the rules,
part-timers can get on intramural teams that a good chunk of fulltimers' tuition pays for. There are many other examples.
WE DON'T MEAN THIS TO BE AN anti-part-timers editorial. But
we do think the part-time students will agree that the present system is
unfair.
We don't think the graduated fee ·would have to be anything
outrageous, but we must understand that the trend today is toward an
increase in part-time enrollment and a drop in the number of students
taking the traditional full load.
ASUNM should seriously consider Senator Swanson's proposal.
Many worthy ASUNM-funded groups stand to take cuts in their appropriations or be dumped entirely because of the drop in the amount'
of money.
The senate will face no more important task this semester and we
would stand behind any effort to equalize the present unfair system.

A Severe Blow
We are certain that most lovers of the arts Were disappointed to see
New Mexico State University President Gerald Thomas knuckle under
to the half-cocked ideas of a puritan district attorney in Las Cruces.
NMSU had scheduled production of the play "Equus" for Thursday.
the play includes two scenes involving nude persons. A local minister
complained that the nudity violated the state's indecent exposure act
and the Dona Ana county district attorney agreed saying he would
order campus police to arrest anyone who appeared nude on stage. The
DA even made the remark that this was "no different than a girl in a bar
wearing a wet T-shirt."
Thomas said at first the play would go on as scheduled, but decided
last week to cancel the production. Twentieth century art has been
dealt a severe blow as certain New Mexicans refuse to move out of the
19th century.
WE ARE CERTAIN THAT THE STATUTE was not intended to
·pertain to the arts. the scenes would probably not prove offensive to
anyone in the audience with a brain, and in fact, are an integral part of
the play. they are not lewd, rude or seductive in any way.
The play was shown in UNM's Popejoy Hall and at the University of
Albuquerque with the nude scenes intact. We heard no reports of some
offended person leaving the theater.
Nudity in the arts, or in most aspects of -our lives, is not, in itself,
offensive. What is offensive is when riducule is made of the human
body. "Equus" does not ridicule the human body and we are ashamed
that the play was cancelled.
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Letters
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PNM Writes Back·
Editor:·
O.K. Martin Nix ... let's have some evidence instead of innuendo.
Let's see the facts that lead you to conclude in public that PNM owns
the Public Service Commission and the State Corporation Commission.
Facts, not opinions, Martin. While we're at it, how about telli~g us h?w
the records we are required to submit'to not only the Public Serv1ce
Commission, but also to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (or
do we own them too) are not public record.
Then tell us how we managed to not pay taxes we owed to the IRS
lor do we own them as well?) When the IRS will haul people in for
audits involving less than $100, are people supposed to believe th~t
they just aren't up to collecting what we owe them ... or would 1t
damage you case to explain ive~tment tax credits and ?eferred ta~es
that the government itself wrote mto the tax codes to stimulate cap1tal
spending and create jobs?
Now that Georgia Power's plans to keep an eye on people who
publicly advocated blowing up utility equipment have been made
public, the plans are out .the window: Of co~r~e, _th.e government
doesn't maintain any survmllance agenc1es, but 1f 1t did 1t would surely
quit if someone wrote a letter to the editor.
.
Ironically, the United States not only has the larg~st pnvately owned
electric system on the planet, but strangely enough, It also has the most
reliable, most widely distributed and cheapest electric power on the
planet. As for ownership, any ratepayer that wants to bec~me. a
stockholder can do so ·and be an owner. That's what the ent1re Investment system in the country revolves around.
.
Then there's your scheme for giving dividends to the ratepayers. ThiS
may sound elementary, but, if there are. no profits, there are no
dividends to be returned.to ratepayers even If they own stock, so where
are these dividends you promise going to come from? .
.
As for the fear and loathing of solar energy ... PN M 1s domg some of
the most advanced solar work in the country as far as utilities go. There
are many projects underway. New Mexico is growing so fast~hat P~M
is looking for ways to put solar to use to take up som.e of th1s com1ng
load. What is feared is that solar systems that reqUire some sort of
backup might choose electric and that the additional peaking capacity
which will be needed for that one cloudy week per year will cost plenty
and be spread over all the customers. That's what several of the
projects are directly concerned with.
As far as home-grown energy goes, do it. There are plenty of
generator dealers in the yellow pages. The only reason people are
plugged into PNM is that we can make electricity cheaper than they
can.
.
•
Finally, if the public is so powerless, how come there Will b~ !n the
next few weeks a hearing on an airplane, a hearing on advert1smg, a
hearing on indexing and who knows what else ':lefore the Public Service
Commission? In fact, I can't help but wonder why if so much power
exists, I am sitting here responding to your weekly comments in the
LOBO. Hang in there.
Lanny Tanning
Director of Communications

Opinion of Men
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Poor Grandma
Editor:
, " h ~fd
fn regard to C.R. Lopez's reply to "Bad Fads Arent,
ow I you
get into college if you can't read?
.
. .
"
"Not getting upset" and "sitting back and w?tchmg 1t happe~ was
in reference to the political, social, and economic downfall of th1s great
.
.
country of ours, not the Sex Pistols.
My grandmother was in fact beaten to death by SIX punk-rockers With
chains during a J. Geils concert this last summer.
May she rest in peace.
Joe Cicero

/
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Media Distorted Ruling

!

·

Editor:
Commenting on the Sutin ruling, Father Zawilla
from Nevvman Center make~ good sense, while our

tarrlous women libbers put themselves in a corner
characterized by prejudice, ignorance and lack of
understanding. !Reactions on Sex Ruling, LOBO, Feb.
14) By the way, how about the seduction of a 15 year
old girl by an older woman? I am afraid that this act
would be praised by most of our feminists.
My generation learned sex just as the present
generation does. You must know what I mean. We all
remember too well the uncomfortable back seat of a
car after a slightly drunken evening at Okies. We did it
because there was nothing bettef to do to kill
boredom. This first sexual experience made on us
ineffaceable impressions, marred by a lack of experience on either side. We were anxious, insecure.
We were venturing, fumbling, experimenting, and the
girls of our age had to seduce us first into becoming
the seducers. We couldn't take comfort from the
accomplished sex act, we were even not sure that it
was accomplished since all comparisons were lacking.
In this case under discussion the lad is lucky. He has
received training in love-making from a so called
"older" woman, and then he will be able to apply the
art (if not science) he has learned with a young girl.
Since an experienced woman found him sexually
attractive and told him that he is a manly lover indeed,
he can be assured by his masculinity. The young girl,
feeling that her ·innocence (well, let's say inexperience) makes her attractive, will not feel clumsy
because of it. He, applying the lessons of his previous
experience will be able to satisfy his girl sexually.
Feeling sure that he can satisfy her, she will feel that
she has satisfied him. Happy ending. Or probably
happy beginning.
Did 'the older woman contribute to the boy's
delinquency? Bullshitl
There is nobody around who would deserve better
that "the best teacher" award.
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Experiment
Editor:
This letter concerns judge Lewis Sutin's recent
ruling that sexual intercourse between a minor male
and an adult female contributes to "his education and
future home life." We feel that the judge, in his wise
penal knowledge, is correct in this decision.
Therefore, we demand that the university provide for
·similar education for students upon request. A
curriculum like this would eliminate all unnecessary
rapes, molestations and exposures. We feel these acts
could and should be performed in the classroom. We
guarantee the university would be a happier ~nd safer
place for this. Besides, we would be learnmg more
about our "future home' life." We, as concerned
students interested in better education, hope the
unviersity will consider this proposal.
Randy Costales
Mark Martinez
Mark Wesselman
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Judge Sutin concurring. The ruling said that the crime
of contribution to the delinquency of a minor cannot
be charged when the minor's behavior, in this case a
consensual act of sexual intercourse, is not itself a
crime. The ruling was logical and it was progressive,
because what a 15-year-old and a 23-year-old choose
to do in bed is no one's business but their own.
And that brings me to my second point. li,ad the
situation been a 15-year-old female and a 23-year-old
male, the decision would have been the same, Ms.
Levy and Ms. Dixon (Letters to the Editor, 2/13/78)
misquoted the State law when they claimed that a 23year-old man would be guilty of statutory rape if he
had sexual relations with a consenting 15-year-old
female. The offense of statutory rape was repealed by
the New Mexico Legislature in 1975, The present
"rape" law makes it a crime to engage in ariy form of
"criminal sexual penetration" with a child of either sex
13 to 16 years of age, if the offender is in a position of
authority and uses the authority to coerce the child to
submit. Thus, even if the facts had been reversed, the
man would not be guilty of statutory rape. And
contrary to Ms. Levy's pmtestations, the State is not
the guardian angel only of young females, - youi1g
males are protected, or not protected, to exactly the
same extent.
It is very unfortunate that this ruling produced
uninformed media coverage concerned only with
sensationalism. It would appear that it was because of
this coverage, and perhaps other pressures, that the
Supreme Court briskly and questionably reversed the
Appellate Court, We, the public, are hurt by this, in
that we are once again stuck with an archaic law
which makes sexual relations between two conseting
people a possible illegal offense.
Judith Bova

Best Tea·cher
Nominated

Steve Ximenes

Editor:
I found something really interesting in your paper the other day. It
seems that one of your feminist contribution writers believes that it is
the "custom" in this country to introduce all adolescent males to sex
via the neighborhood whore-house. Really, Ms. Levy, it's nice to know
that you, in all your feminist wisdom, have such an outstanding opinion
of men in general. I don't know where the hell you come from, but that
just ain't the way it's done here, To use a time honored phrase, what
kind of sexist remark is that?
As to the Sutin Ruling, I am truly amazed that so many people are
able to make such perceptive judgments on the matter without any
apparent knowledge of the individual case. All that has been made
public, to my knowledge, is the result of the case. Perhaps the judge's
remarks were uncalled for, but it might be well to be aware of all the
facts before screaming double stilndard.
David L. Roberson

•

by Garry Trudeau

?

Editor:
On Wednesday, Feb. 15 the Supreme Court of New
Mexico reversed the Court of Appeals decision in
State v Favela, or the so-called "Sutin Ruling." The
Supreme Court took it upon itself, in a rather irregular
procedure, to summarily reverse without giving its
reasons for doing so. This was partially due to the
inflammatory and largely' ignorant local and national
press coverage.
What has been coined the "Sutin Ruling" was
actually an opinion written by Judge Lopez with

by D.M. Flynn
Lobomimia is still alive. and well at tlie pit, even though the Lobos
unimpressibly defeated the UTEP Miners Saturday, 59-51.
There is something missing at the pit, though.
A long established tradition of Americans is the hot-dog covered with
mustard at the old ball game. But what are supposedly hot dogs at the pit\
leave much to be desired.
If you ever ate one of these 75 cents wonders you know what I'm talking
about. They're about four inches in diameter, served at a "warm" temperature and taste like wax fruit.
.
I got one once, took one bite and spit it out into a nearby recep!ical. Not
wanting to waste my good money, I thought the flavor could be Improved
with a little mustard and a lot of relish.
"Could l have some mustard please?" I asked an epicine youth behind
the counter.
"What?" he, she or it replied.
"Mustard, you know, that yellow stuff you put on these hot dogs."
Obviously not happy with my request, the counter type said, "You've
already got some on your hot dog."
"Oh, really. Where?"
By this time seven other hungry students were pressuring me to get away.
"Right there," it said. "Right under the dog."
"Onder the dog is right, you mean this yellow line that looks like
somebody drew it on with a crayon.''
"Look, mister, I'm pretty busy. You've got your mustard."
There was no way I could eat that poor excuse for a hot dog, so I politely
and optimistically asked, "How 'bout relish?"
"Next please," it said.
Well I went away disappointed, I tried to sell the damned thing to a little
kid for'so cents. He offered me a quarter, so took him up on the deal.
Big Red says the consession stands actually go out of their way to get
those 'dogs. "They order them all the way from Upper Darby, Pa. They're
not your ordinary hot dogs made out of pig snouts, goats ears and hamster
meat. They're made from a special petroleum hi-product and processed
·
Malaysian rubber."
"But why would they want to order from Pennsylvania when I'm sure
there are good weiner outfits in Texas," 1 queried.
. "Well, Flynn you seemed to have missed the. point again. They don't
want ordinary hot dogs at Lobo games. An ordmary hot dog would taste
better and cost less, I know. But these are specially prepared to revolt the
unrevoltable."
I couldn't pass up that opener, "You mean they're enough to gag a
maggot?" I chuckled at my wit, but Red droned on.
"They are made that way so the fans, after downing one of those hoses.
and drinking a syrupy cola, will be more• appreciative of the Lobos. If the
hot dogs were good, people might be expecting the same high quality from
the Lobos."
"Wait a minute," I pounced. "The Lobos are ranked #5 in the nation.
How can· anybody be disappointed with them?"
"What about the UTEP game Saturday," he reminded me, just before
rushing off to a lecture on "Biased Information Processing.''
I, for one, will take pig snout, goat ears and hamster meat hot dogs
... ·
anyday. At least they taste good. Later..
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Sex Debate Continues
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ANEW ALLY
ATLANTA (UPI) U.N.
Ambassador Andrew Young said
Sunday the United States should
regard Eqypt as "a new ally" and
American arms sales to Eqypt may
ultimately be the best chance for
peace in the Middle East.
Young, attending the dedication
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Chapel at Morehouse College, told
reporters "Israel's security is
dependent on (president) Anwar
Sadat's staying in power in Eqypt."
He said without the American jet
fighters President Carter agreed to
- Lobo Christian Fellows,hip sell Eqypt last week, Sad at's bold
UNM's lntervarsity Chapter holds peace initiatives could be undercut
a Bible study today from 1-2 p.m. by border wars with Lybia and
Ethiopia.
in SUB Room 231-C.
"1 think we've got to look at
Women in Management will host
Cecyl Armistead from the Gas Egypt as really a new ally and treat
Company of New Mexico, as them as such,'' Young said.
THE BROTHERS RAY
speaker today at 12:15 in B & AS.
MARIETTA, Ga. (UPI}- The
124. All interested are welcome.
Agora and the psychology brother of James Earl Ray has been
department
are
sponsoring living in the Atlanta area for several
relaxation sessions tonight 5:30- months and working for the man
6:30. Call Agora at 277-3013 for who once defended his brother, the
confessed killer of the Rev. Martin
more information.
Navajo Scholarship Application Luther King.
Jerry Ray, 42, has been living at
Deadlines: Summer '78 Session headquarters of white
the
April 30; Fall '78 and Spring '79
semesters - May 30; EAF and
Scholarship Form for UNM March I. For apllications and
information, call Fred Tahe at 2775831 or 277-5832.
Free services of a writing consultant are available to students
taking upper-division courses in the ·
College of Arts and Sciences. For
information, contact Donna Rix in
Humanities 313, M-W-F, 10-12,
277-2252.
Anne Sutherland Harris will give
a lecture on "The Academy of St.
Luke in Rome in the 17th Century" today at 4:30p.m. in the Fine
Arts Center, Room 1020. A brown
bag lunch will be held for her
Tuesday, Feb. 21 from 12-2 p.m. in
the Home Economics Lounge.
Medical students will speak to the
UNM Student Pre-Health Club at 8
tongiht in Mitchell Hall Room 120.
ASUNM Steering Committee will Monday, February20
meet at 3:30p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 21 7:30p.m. - Fire Among The
Ashes: The first in a three part
in SUB Room 231-D.
Southwest Maternity Center is series on the Great Depression;
sponsoring a discussion on post- people who lived throug? the
partum adjustments Tuesday, Feb. Depression recreate the expenence.
21 in 7:30 p.m. at 504 Luna Blvd. p.m. - Raices y conciencia del
NW. For more information, call pueblo: Latin music and discussion
of important issues. KUNM News
243-5584.
The anthropology department is at 9a.m. & Sp.m. UP! News at l, 6,
sponsoring a lecture on hunter- 8, 11a.m., 1 and 9p.m.
gatherer societies at 8 p.m. ports with Andy Nisi to at 3p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 21 in Biology 100.
Speaker is Dr. Richard Lee from
the University of Toronto.
Step into the
Dr. Richard Zollars will speak 2
wo:dd of style ••
p.m. today in Farris Engineering
Center 303 on determinations of
open 9:00 til?
particle size.

IS

Seniors belonging to Phi Eta
Sigma freshman honor society are
eligible · for $500 scholarships.
Applications are available in the
Dean of Students Office, 1129
Mesa Vista Hall. Deadline is
Monday, Feb. 27.
Speakers Committee meets today
at3:30 m. in the
Room 230.
l

Parker's big, warm,
friendly pen now at a
special price.

[

I
$12.50
PARKER 45. FLIG tl
BALL PEN
& .PEN<;ll UTJ

'1' THE PARkER PEN COMPANY

Gift Department at
UNM Bookstore
(on campus)
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supramecist J.B. Stoner's National ·""GULAG" PROFITS
States Rights Party, where he earns
NEW YORK (UPI) - The wife
his board as a bodyguard and of exiled soviet writer Alexander
errand runner for the Marietta Solzhenitsyn said in an interview
attorney.
released Sunday her husband has
Stoner, who is fighting ex- turned over more than $2 million in
tradition to Alabama on charges of royalties to aid families of political
bombing a black chtlrch in Bir- prisoners in Russia.
mingham 20 years ago, briefly
Nata!ya Solzhenitsyn told
defended James Earl Ray nine years Newsweek magazine the royalties
ago.
are
from
"The
Gulag
The younger Ray said in an Archipelago," which chronicles the
interview published Sunday that his development of the Soviet prison
brother believes the FBI knows, he labor camp system.
didn't kill King.
•
Solzhenitsyn "felt all profits
"James told me ... they know he from this book, which told the
didn't do it, but they don't know story of the gulag (labor camp}
who did," Ray said.
victims over the past 60 years,
Jerry Ray said he will appear should belong to the victims of
voluntarily next month before the .today' s gulag," Mrs. Solzhenitsyn
House Assinations Committee to said.
·discuss his knowledge about his
The royalties go into a special
brother's whereabouts' between his fund and "to date it amounts to
escape from a Missouri prison and more than $2 million," she said.
his arrest for the King murder.
''This year alone, the fund has
provided aid to 700 families in the
Soviet lJ nion."
BACK TO THE COAST
MANCHESTER, N.H. (UP!}Linda Kasabian, star witness at the • • •
Manson murder trials, has agreed
to return to California for the
!cont. from 1111ae 11..
second time in two years to testify noutss and seperate the elections
at the retrial of a former Manson themselves, he said.
follower.
Skeen also said that labor unions
Mrs. Kasabian, who lived for a in this state don't represent the
while in New Hampshire, appeared people will enough through benefits
in Hillsborough County Superior in their jobs. This, in turn,
Court Friday to say she would discourages the citizen's parappear March 28-31 at the retrial of ticipation in politics.
Leslie Van Houten, convicted for
the 1969 murders of Leno and
Rosemary La Bianca.
Miss Van Houten won a 1977
retrial because her lawyer disappeared during her first trial and ater
was found· dead in a mountain
A five-day short course on
wilderness. The retrial ended in a "Numerical and Asymptotic
mistrial, so a second retrial is being Techniques for Electromagnetics
held.
and Antennas," sponsored by the
Mrs. Kasabian was the key state's UNM College of Engineering and
witness at the first trial of Charles - Continuing Education, will be held
Manson and several followers who March 13-17 at the Business and
were convicted of killing the Administrative Sciences Building,
LaBiancas and actress Sharon Tate. Room 122 and 124.
Mrs. Kasabian's lawyer said her
The course is designed to provide
client might jeopardize her im- an up-to-date survey of proble"?s
munity from prosecution if she related to wire antennas, s.ohd
failed to testify again.
surface scatterers, transient
Mrs. Kasabian now lives in scattering and coupling, im_pedance-loaded structures.
Massachusetts.

fficucy Levy lets It ro.ln.

EC· Was Thete

Skeen

By CASEY DICKENS
DENVER, Colo. '
Last
Wednesday night Eric Clapton
played two and a half hours of his
best at McNichol's Arena here.
Clapton and band opened the
show with "Peaches and Di:sel," a
beautiful instrumental which led
into "Wonderful Tonight." The
transition between the two songs
was so smooth they seemed to be
writcen as one song.
"Lay Down Sally," a favorite on
the airwaves, was done wiih great
preciSion and powerful vocals
generated by Marcy Levy. An
extended guitar solo took the pla:e
of the sax heard on the studw
version of "The Core."
The J.J. Calc song "Cocaine"
was done with the same sweet, slick
skill that was ever present

Antennas
Course

'.

r>""

Eric Clo.pton o.nd friends delight the Denver Crowd.
number, and "Key to the Highway," a Willie Broonzy song, were
both performed with the same
dedication to the blues so ever
present on the original versions.
A reggae styled "Knocking on
Heaven's Door" showed Clapton's
ability to rearrange songs with
excellent results as he did with the
Elmore James' tune "I Can't Hold
Out" on 461 Ocean Boulevard.
"Let it Rain'' and "Layla," both
Clapton greats, were played with
the same smoothness as the
originals and sent a tremendous
amount of energy flowing off the
stage. Marcy Levy and Terry
supplied the back up vocals during
"Let it Rain," while the piano solo
on "Layla" was played with
precision by Dick Sims.

Clapton was called back for an
encore. "Bottle of Red Wine"
broke the crowd from their seats
and sent them dancing and moving
closer to the stage.
Eric Clapton has always been a
great performer and he seems to be
getting better with age. He feels at
home in front of a crowd of
dedicated followers.
The show was opened up by
Player who is coming off a number
one hit in "Baby Come Back."

I RAtlb[AZERs?
At-

Youth Ignites Face
In Fire-Breathing Attempt
MONTEBELLO, Calif (UPI) -An 11 year old boy was burned on the
face when he and a 14 year old friend tried to imitate the antics of a rock
group guitarist by "breathing fire," police reported Sunday.
.
The boys, who were not identified, covered their faces with vasehne,
took mouthfuls Of lighter fluid and spat it past a flaming cigarette li~hter.
Officer Richard Armstrong said the boys had performed the nck successfully Friday night and tried it again Saturday morning. But this time
some of the fluid ran down the younger boy's chin and ignited.
.
He was taken to Beverly Hospital where a spokesman said the boy was
not badly hurt.
The 14 year old told police they got the idea from a 1977 fan magazine
showing Gene Simmons, a guitarist with the "Kiss" group, strumming a
guitar and breathing fire.

Acareer in law-

without law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the g~p oetween. an
undergraduate education and a challengmg, respons1bl~
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradt·
tionally done by lawyers.
.
Three months of intensive training can g1ve you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You c~oo~e
one of the seven courses offered-choose the c1ty m
which you want to work.
.
. .
Since 1970, The Institute for Pa~alegal !rammg has
placed more than 2,000 grad~~tes m law hrms, banks,
and corporations in over .80 e1t1es. .
.
If you are a senior of h1gh academ1c s!andmg a~d <;~re
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Ass1stant, wed hke
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an ir.Jterview with our
representative.

· G.i."een Salad
Sl_.60
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throughout the evening, and was
very well received by the Colorado
crowd. Clapton used his slide guitar
skills on "Mean Old Frisco,"
blending the notes with hs voice in
exact harmony.
Marcy Levy sang lead on two
songs, "Fools Paradise," an old
Buddy Holly tune, and on a very
surprising "Nobody Knows You
When You're Down and Out." She
sang the latter accompanied only by
herslef on acoustic guitar. The
band, minus Clapton finished it up.
Levy's voice was delightful and she
was accepting gestures of approval
constantly from Clapton.
.
"Badge," the Cream o;:Iass1c, w_as
even more powerful w1th a quite
noticeable second guitar solo added
to the song's end featuring George
Ter
and Clap ton. "Double
Otis
blues
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BBQHam Sandwich
Potato Salla(l.,
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Main Floor
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Today's
Hot Entree

Th:isWeek
All Omelettes And
Fillings Are 20% Off

Offer Expires 2-24-78

'

We will visit your campus on:

Friday, March 3

(Served 11:00am-2:00pru)

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

Main Floor

235 South 171h Slreel, Phltadelptua, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

New .M~xie® lJu.no:Din Fom>d Sell"Vi~~

. ..
. ··;--.·
Offer Expires 2-24-78

Buy One JumboNBorger
at the regular priee &
det one ){Jli~J1J
~
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LQwer L~vcl New Mexico lTnion Food Service
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Villainy

Vinyl Ttacks

From Disco to the Blues

Hns Its
Price

LOBO photo by PHYLLIS M. Kushner

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES
Are you interested in Engineering with a company
considered a pioneer in the field of avionics? A company
located in the attractive fast-growing Southwest? A
company that values individual contribution and offers
a choice of assignment?
Sperry Flight Systems, located in Phoenix, Arizona
might be what you're looking for. If you are intefested:
we would like to talk with you.

Kay Knott
Will Be On Campus
March 7

By JANE QUESNEL
Half serious, half tongue-incheek, Vincent Price proved
himself master of the platform
lecture as he held the Popejoy Hall
audience enthralled for 90 minutes
last Friday night.
This series of lectures on Villainy
(to which Price's sharp, dry wit
lends itself beautifully) adds yet
another facet of a multi-faceted
·career spannipg stage, screen radio,
TV and recording. As an art critic
he has also been lecturing on art,
,but finds .this new series more
exciting. t
Though his lecture dealt wii h
villainy ancl his involvement• with
many villainous roles, Price began
by auempting to convince the
audience, "I'm really not a villain.
I'm a good citizen -- I vote. I've
been a good husband-- two or three
times'. I'm really just kind of a
pussycat. I'm an awfully nice guy."
Nice guy or not, Price discovered
soon in his acting career that heroes
were dull, boring and predictabie.
Before long he began to search for
just the right type of villain to play.
Some of his best friends and most
admired actors often played
villians, and so the careers of
Bogart, Robinson, Lorre and
Karloff greatly influenced his
choice of roles.
"I like villains," Price said,
"because they last, they go on and
on ... The villain's job is to keep up
the suspense to keep you guessing.
You have to make the unbelievable
believable, the despicable delectable. Acting becomes a kind of
double make-believe; the actor has
· to believe in the character he's
playing, and he has to make you

''Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah
Band Meets King Penett"
By JANE QUESNEL
.

Emmylou Hcutls: Fl song "To Daddy."

Quarter moon .Shines
Quarter Moon in a Ten Cent
Town!Emmyloit
Harris/Warner
Bros. BS-3141
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Quarter Moon in a Ten Cent
Town is Emmylou Harris' fourth

believe in that character."
Price feels that the old breed of
movie villain is fading fast, and that
the real horror movies of today are
those which deal in reality.
"Marathon Man and Taxi Driver
are the films that scare me," he
said. Of the new actors, Price
would love to see AI Pacino or
Robert DeNiro try their hand at a
classical villain's role.
Ronald Colman was his idol,'
Price confessed, adding, "He was

album. She ·is no longer a
newcomer, and some reviewers now
feel she is game for some good,
hard criticism, e.g. Rolling Stone:
"More quasi-country dolefulne$S
for white-collar workers." Cute,
but Emmylou Harris should not be
discarded so easily. Too many
Rolling Stone reviewers seem to be
pre-occupied with "punk" these
days. Fine, but many seem to find it
difficult to relate to other forms of
music.
Emmylou is not striking out in
any new directions with Quarter
Moon, so perhaps this album will
cause no revolutionary stir. I
suppose the seventies are even more
complacent then the fifties, but

one of the best actors that ever
lived, and he became one of my
great, great friends."
Currently sans mustache for his
continuing role as Oscar Wilde,
Price, while preparing to do Damn
Yankees in St. Louis, is now
filming a TV special with Ringo
Slarr.
Consummate artist that he is
Vincent Price has, through th~
years, won the heartfelt admiration
of all who know his work.

UNffi BOOKSTORE

50%off
33 %off

Selected
New cloth Qnd pap.et titles
Selected
technical titles

Please sign up with the Placement Office to talk with
Sperry.
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Research & Development
or --------------

Control Systems
or

Electronic Design
or -·-------

Design Analysis
We are looking for both MS and BSgraduates in Electrical!
Electronic and Mechanical Engineering. We offer an
informal work atmosphere and an environment for
professional development, including tuition refund.

..JLSI4E~Y
FLIGHT SYSTEMS

A Division of Sperry Rand

An Equal. Opportunity Employer MIF

is still a good album. Emmylou is
getting even closer to perfecting her
style; she's found her stride. And
without a pop hit to give her
commercial credibility, she has
managed to create her own place in
the contemporary musical madness.
And it's a viable spot.
She also continues to dig up
relatively unknown songs that fit
her style perfectly. Dolly Parton
· rejected her own "To Daddy,"
from Here You Come Again, and
in Emmylou's hands this song just
doesn't sound like a reject. "Easy
From Now On,'' perhaps the
album's
most
remarkable
statement, just about leaps off the
record. This is another bittersweet
Susanna Clark ("Rose of San

Artist
Lectures

Product Design

Phoenix, Arizona 85036

on this album are also good, at least
as good as on previous Emmylou
albums.

Different Moods of Me/LonnieJordan!MCA-2329
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

Moods ofMe.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I'm Ready/Muddy Waters/Blue Sky Records JZ-34928
By ROIJERT SPIEGEL

Last year Muddy Waters surprised us completely though it really
shouldn't have been a surprise at all. His Hard Again was probably the
only actual blues album that was successful in the seventies. Remember
blues? A successful blues album in the seventies is surprising, but from
Muddy Waters it isn't a real shock. rr anyone could have done it. ..
This year Muddy has tried again with the same line-up minus James
Cotton. Johnny Winters is still cranking out the no-nonsence, clean and
confident guitar work, and Muddy's slide is, well, Muddy's slide: the best
slamming slide work ever done. Yet I'm Ready lacks the punch of Hard
Again; it's just not as agressive. Hard Again jumped right out at you, and
while I'm Ready isn't exactly passive or laid back, it isn't clear and sharp.
Muddy is still the best bluesman now recording, but I'm Ready is simply
not his best work. Hard Again was, and it isn't an easy album to follow.

open1ngs for young executives.
Good~
good future, jo s~isfaction.
>..
) '. ~

Today.thru Friday Feb. 24.

Dr. Ian Fletcher of the University
of Reading (England) wil give two
lectures at UNM this week. The
first is an illustrated talk on
"Herbert Horne: the Perfect Artist
of the 1890s" onlhursday, Feb. 23
at 4 p.m. in room 1019 of the Fine
Ans Center (mezzanine level), A
little known but fascinating figure,
Horne was a friend of Aubrey
Beardsley and was an influential
.artist, designer and poet during the
famous "Yellow Nineties" in
London.
On Friday, Feb. 24 at 3:30 p.m.
in 147 Woodward Dr. Fletcher will
deliver the 1978 Grabo Lecture on
"Ycat's 'Leda and the Swan'.'' Dr .
fletcher, a well· known authority on
Britbh aesthcticbm and decadence,
will discuss in his illustrated lecture
some of the interconnections
between literature and the visual
arts during the late nineteenth
century.
Presently
visiting
professor -or English at Arizona
Sate University, he has published
works on Walter Pater, George
Meredith, A.C. Swinburne and
W.B. Yeats.
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We're the Coast
Guard.
We may be small
(about 37,000 strong)
but our jobs are some
of the most important ones in the country.
As you probably know, we're in the business
of saving lives and property.
But we're also charged with protecting our
coastlines, our Great Lakes, our waterways.
Regulating the new 200-mile fishery conservation
zone. Intercepting narcotics trafficking. Monitoring the vessels that come and go at all of our
major ports.
Big jobs. Requiring top people.
That's why we need good, qualified, ambitious men and women.

Put your Bachelor's Degree to work.
We're especially interested if you have a
technical degree-in engineering, science, mathematics, or computers. We've got the work that
takes your special talents and skills.
Once you finish officer's candidate school18 weeks in Yorktown, Virginia-we'll give you a
job with responsibility. You work with the most

OUR REPRESENTATIVE HILL BE HERE
3/6-7/78
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It's not quite a War album, but it's not bad. War member Lonnie P
Jorda~'s solo album is.a unified, cohesive record tha blends some disco, 'Tl
soi?e Jazz and s~me goofing off. Different Moods of Me doesn't have g.
qmle the full-bodied sound of War, but for what it is, a chance for Jordan §
to take full command and make his kind of album, it's successful.
c;J
All of the songs are written or co-written by Jordan and most of them 1:5
especially "He Used to be a Friend of Mine," are intriguing both lyrically ~
and musically. These are definately not War throw-aways. Also, the vocals :S
~d arrangements are varied enough to avoid monotony, and his singing 00
wtth Susan Buckner and Deborah Pratt is delightful. It should't be too
difficult for Jordan to begin a healthy solo career on the basis of Different

'
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Choices of career starting point with Sperry include:

P.O. Box 21111

"When the mornin' comes and it's
time for me to leave/Don't worry
abvut me; I've got a wild card up
my sleeve. " All the other selections

~
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Quarter Moon is a Ten Cent Town

II
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Antone") song about a woman who
has come to terms with her life
outside the influence of a man:

Although classified as a disco
group, Dr. Buzzard's Original
Savannah Band has the swinging
sound of the 1930s and 40s.
Lead ·vocalist Cory Daye, the
only 'female in the group, sustains
an incredibly high range in a style
obviously influenced by the girl
singers of that era. August Darnell;
Stony Browder, Jr.; Mickey Sevilla;
and Andy Hernandez round out the
band. Darnell and Browder wrote
the words and music.
While patterened after the big
band sound, occasionally the instrumentals and the use of tempo
changes are hauntingly reminiscent
of Kurt Weill's work in the 1920s.
Although the effect is probably
unintentional, it makes "An Organ
Grinder's Tale" one of the most
enjoyable cuts on the album.
Of
the
eight
cuts,
"Soraya/March of the Nignies"
and "Transistor Madness" seem to
be the weakest. This band is
searching for a sound and,.. while
they may have found it, it's stil
giving them a little trouble.
Recommended cuts include
"Mister Love,""Nocturnal
Interludes," "The Gigolo and I,"
and ''The Organ Grinder's Tale."

:::

advanced equipment
and technology
known. It's good
work, good surroundings, with men and
women of your talent and abilities.

The benefits. And the rewards.
A starting salary of over $10,000 that can
increase by over 40% in your first three years with
normal promotion and seniority raises.
Free medical and dental care, A quarters
allowance.
Tuition assistance for off-duty education.
Thirty days of paid vacation a year.
And a generous retirement plan for those who
make the Coast Guard a career.
Plus the reward of performing in an organization that is considered the very best in the nation.

Ho~ to apply.
See your college placement office, or call
800-424-8883 toll free for more inforr11ation.
The Coast Ou<:Jrd needs officers. What other
company will make you an officer and give you
a job fitting your title after 18 weeks?

Coast Guard QC.S.
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Lobos Survive Slow Tem

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
....
New
Mexico basketball fans
'<
"-'
don't
enjoy
waiting two minutes for
0
the
Lobos
to
get the ball on offense.
.....
10
_, But Saturday nigl'rt at University
00
Arena, 18,116 fans had no choice.
The Texas-EI Paso miners of the
old bear Don Haskins came to the
Pit with their usual four-corner
qffense and put the br'akes on the
·:Lobo Run :n• Gun offense.
But when all the stalling was
over, the Lobos emerged with a 5951 win over UTEPinakeyWestern
Athletic Conference tilt.
The 59 points scored by the
Lobos was the lowest score this
season by the 'Pack. Previous to
Saturday night's game, 80 points
against Souther.n Cal. was the least
amount of points scored by UNM

"'"'

'

.

,

this season.
The Lobos's scoring average of
I 00.9 points a game dropped to
·99.0 points a game, and opponent's
84.5 points a game dropped to 83.0
points a game.
, The Lobos opened the game as if
they were going to run away with
the thing.
New Mexico co'n'trolled the
opening tip but missed its first shot.
The Miners grabbed the rebound
and sat on the ball until Lobo guard
Michael Cooper put the Lobos on
the scoreboard with a jump shot
with 17:43 remaining in the first
half.
The Miners then tied the score
with 17:29 remaining in the opening
half on a layup by freshman
Anthony Burns.
Forward Phil Abney then opened

,
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Conceptions

up what had been a slow game on a
hook shot and layup of the break to
put the 'Pack up by four at 6-2.
But it took no time at all for the
"bear" to execute his four-corner
offense and hold the ball.
Excitement, something rare at
the Pit Saturday night, rocked the
Lobo fans as Haskins was called for
a technical foul when he walked out
to the half court circle on the floor
to protest a call.
Official Bob Korte whistled
Haskins with the "T" and Marvin
Johnson hit t)IIO. charity tosses with
10:10 left in the first half to tie the
game at 14 apiece. Moments later
Willie Howard canned a jump shot
from the base-line to put UNM up
by two again.
The Miners had their last lead of
·the night with 7:21 to go in the first
half on a jump shot by Burns.
Cooper countered with a layup
followed by a slam dunk by
Howard which put the Lobos .on
top for good.
At the half, the 'Pack managed a
seven-point lead at 33-26, a half
time score not typical of the Lobos
this season.
In the second half, UNM again
came out appearing to blow the
game open blasting to a 40-28 lead
with 15:53 left to play in the game.
The Lobos then opened up their

..
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Lobo Nine Downs Alums
The 1978 UNM baseball team swept two games from
former baseballers over the weekend. Vince Cappelli's
squad won 10-4 and 5-1.

On the Road in Colorado

•

Women Cagers W1n
"We need two wins," UNM vantage to pull out a win over the
women's basketball coach Kathy Lobos, who were making their first
Marpe said last week and her road trip since Jan. 20.
"It's tough on the road," Marpe
women chose not to let her down as
said,
"the trainers are different,
they beat Colorado 72-65 Friday
and Northern Colorado, Saturday, you eat different food, all those
little things."
74-55, both on the road.
The sickness bug, as well as the
test lag, as wei as three Lady Buffs
On the road at Northern
over 6-foot almost did in the Colorado, UNM was able to
Wolfpack, but dependable Cil1dy· • maintaiti atreigm-ro tO' point 1ei\d.
Fisher poured in 21 points and the
"It wasn't really a wipeGut until
the last ten minutes," Marpe said.
Lobos had their seven-point win.
,"Northern Colorado is a scrappy
Marpe said, "We were giving
away 3-4 inches. Carol took care of team. They'll stay within five points
one of the 6-footers, but there were of you unlil the end and then they'll
2 more.
put on a burst and pass you,"
"Colorado put good pressure on Marpe said.
But not Saturday night as again
the ball and we hadn't really faced a
defense like theirs before," Marpe with the help of Fischer and her 15
said.
points, UNM got things going.
Colorado, who had played 13 of
"It was a successful weekend,"
its last 16 games on tile road, said Marpe, whose Lobos are still in
couldn't get the home court ad- third place. They have to finish in

-Southwest

The new literary and fine arts publication of UNM
is soliciting submissions of original work in
the fields of art, poetry, photography, and prose.
Submission deadline is February 28, 1978
bring to Marron Hall, Rm. 105
277-5656
or send to UNM Box 20, UNM, 87131
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Back The Lobo's
Bumper· Sticker

Things are getting fouled up for Official Bob Korte

Display a Lobo Country Sticker!

LOBO COUNTRY
Bumper Sticker Club
57 Warren Continental
920 Continental Loop
Albuquerque NM 87108

---------------------------x
Please rush
3 11% Lobo Country
Stickers $1.00 each. 4 for $3.00
Name

addres-s----~-------------------

~~------------------~ip ________

allow 12 days for delivery

The Lobo women's golf
battled twnety-five mile an
winds in Tucson, Ariz., this
weekend in top women's
competition.
The Arizona Invitational

15

team fifteen of the nation's top women's
hour
teams competing at the Tucson
past Country Club and the top team was
golf
Arizona State with (635), followed
by the host team Arizona wildcats
had with (641) and UNM next with 656. ·

A surprising variety of delicatessen,
12 L1fy
European and green salads
ol't],~
top our unique, healthy

il/~,.., '() 1-'~ ~~t~~ental brea~c-t::~oc.+"'
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' ' C)--. ~ quick coffee break··
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take-outs and _
~ ~ sandwiches are
~
'? new features.
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Lobos Survive

(cont. from page 10)

LOBO photos by W. Terry Hunt

Linkers Battle Winds,
Place Third at Invite

Do you want to back your local Lobo Basketball team. Show your spirit with a bumper or
window or wherever sticker

~.!,;,%,.::f.~ll!'i."",:...·.::

LOBO photos by Mark Poulsen

by RED SMITH
Jumpin's Jack Fortner hit for 27
points to give the ASUNM
Superstars a slim 65-60 over the
LOBO Inks at the Pit in "grudge
match" basketball action Saturday.
Wendell T. Hunt, player coach
for the road-weary Inks, said the
loss was a fluke. "We can beat any
team on our schedule, but you just
can't worry about losses like this
one."
The Inks were tough on the backboards, maint~ining a strong 31-26
lead in the dwindling moments of
the first half.
Preston Dennard, high scorer for
the cinderella Inks, brought the
thousands of fans gathered at the
Pit to their feet as he hit one jump
shot after another.
~Paul Romero, a custodian at the
arena, remarked that both teams
were pretty good at keeping the
locker rooms clean. "They didn't
even used the showers, so I didn't
have to clean up all that much."
Max Lindell, <;hairman of the
board for Spalding athletics, was
not available for comment on the
ball's performance at the game.
LOBO Sports Editor Peter
Madrid, said, "With the 60 points
we got in the game we could have
beaten the Lobos." The Bobos, in a
post-game exhibition, defeated the
UTEP Miners 59-51.
Madrid denied reports that Stan

lead to 47-33 before near disaster
struck.
The Miners scored 10 points over
a period of-more than four minutes
in which the Lobos did not score.
The Miner spree brought the score
to within four at 47-43.
Lobo coach Norm Ellenberger
called a timeout to settle down his

team. Following the timeout,
Abney came back with a tip-in at
7:04 to play in the game to break
the dry spell for UNM.
The Lobos steadily built up their
lead and held on to win their tenth
WAC game of the year against no
losses. The win put UNM 21-2 '•.r
the season and dropped the Miners
to 1-9 in the conference and 9-13
overall.

Stanford was fourth with (678) and
Brigham Young followed with 707.
In the individual standings, Chris
Johnson of Arizona State was on
top out of seventy women competing with rounds of 77, and 73.
Lobo golfer Barbara Berry came
out eighth in<;Jividually with rounds
of84, and 76.
This is how the women fared in
the two-day tournament: Berry 84
76, Sherri Chandler 82, 79, Nanc~
Romero 83, 79, Kim Eaton shot 88
but was sidelined on the second day
with the flu. Patti Curtiss shot an
85 on the second dav but didn't
play in the first round because she
also had the flu. Cindy Kelliher
made the trip but was sidelined and
did not play at all because she also
had the flu.
'~Even though Barbara Berry got
hiL oy a golf ball at the tournament
the team battled the flu and high
winds, we still had an excellent
showing,'' said golf Coach Henry
San dies .

Bates, commissioner of the Western
Athletic Conference, had offered
the Inks a spot on the WAC to
replace one of the Arizona teams.
Superstars' Tom Knauber, who
Madrid said was a ringer "If I ever
saw one," brought waves of applause when he hit the final of his
14 points. Madrid did not say if he
had actually ever seen a ringer.
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women bring their show back home . · xx
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for the last time this season as they
take on Arizona State and Northern
Preston "Dr. Magic" Dennard dunks for two of his 20
Arizona.
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points as Jack Fortner tries to goa/tend.

SALE
20%0FF
all sweatshirts,
sweaters,
jackets & vests
sale ends Friday
Feb. 24th!
(children sizes available)

2122 Central SE
(across from UNM)

Student Activities~
Presents

if>,t~

VIDEO TAPES

Beatles II

DENT

Feb. 20-26
10-3 p~ Do.lly
In meso. Lol.lngot In The N.E. Cotner Of The Sub
Actoli!l Ftom PtGntos

An AS OHm/Student Ac:Uvltlea Production
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MOVINO TO NM. Will pay cash for UNM

o'

.PiacemL-nt Bureau Job Listings, Write C, Pinck.
SOl !h Walnut St., WashingtOn, Illinois, 61'571, 2/20

00

0'1

N

BABYSITTERS NITENTION! THE Babysiller
Direc,ory is lookil!'& for honest, reliable. and
dependable people who would like Jo be listed in a
city~wide djrectory of babysiuers. Call883~8697 ,2/24
PART.-TIME WORK 5 days a week and 2 nights. M~
F 11:00-2:00, evenings; Monday 6-10, Friday 6:3011:00. $2.65/per hour, Golden Fried Chicken. 1830
Lomas NE. Ask for Manager. 242-2181,
2/21'
OVERSEAS JOBS--Summer/yeaHound. Europe, S .
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid, sight seeing. Free informalion, Write: BHP Co,, Box 4490, Dept, Na,
Berkeley, Ca. 94704,
3/10
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PART-TIME JOB; SALES, flexible hours, goOd pay.
Pos$ible fuiHime summer. Call Phil Franczyk, CLU.
883·5360.
2/17
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MISCELLANEOUS

HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of History? Join Ph' Alpha
Theta (History Honorary Society). MANY
BENEFl'TS, Phi Alpha Theta Office, Mesa Vista Hall
2076.
2121
UNM'S SlOMA CHAPTER of Phi Alpha Theta will
hold its Annual Initiation Banquet on Saturday,
March 4, 1978. All members, student.~. faculty and

~~~~ ~~~~i~~~~1i~i~~cts

at Phi Alpha Theta

'
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PimSONALS

CONTACTS?? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS. Casey
Optical Company, 25.5-8736,
.
tfn
PERRY'S PIZZA. WE DELIVER, Call843-9750.
2/20
FIRST LESSON FREE. Flat-picking or classical.
Experienced teacher, Private lessons. Call Marc at L
& M Music Studio. 247-8158.
2/24
UNM: BEl-liND CLOSED doors! Call the LOBO
news tip hotlinc, 277-.5656.
2/24
SPEAKE~S COMMITTEE MEETS today, 3:30pm.
Room 230 in the; SUD.
2/20
ESP IN ACTION.-unlocking the sccreiS of the mind-wlth Russ Burgess. Explore Psychic Phenomena this
2120
Thursday, 8 pm, Popejoy Hall.
THE GYROS DINER is coming. 106-A Cornell SE.
2/20
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Campaign Against
Radioactive Waste Disposal in NM. Contact SW
Rescarch,l3S HarvardSE,265-0461.
2121

2.' LOST & FOUND
FOUND: YOU'RE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
charming baby in the Computer Center parki11g lot.
Identify and claim the photo charm in Room lOS,
Marron Hull.
2120
LOST: BROWN WALLET Feb. 7 with !den·
2/24
tilicatlou. 897-0391, Debbie.
SUBSTANTIAL REWARD FOR Japanese Netsuk~
doll on black cord. Lost 2/16/78, Call Francine 2772631 orinSantaFe983-7737.
J/3
LOST: MAI.E AUSTRALIAN Shepard/Collie mix,
gray/black with white reet and chest. Back leg shaved
from operatioh. Black collar. Reward. Ca112S5·985S
or266-4992.
2/20
LOST: SKETCHBOOK AND board 18" X 24".
2124
LOST: GREEN CIGARETTE case with !D's. Call
843-6196.
2124
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
ss
~:ward if returned complete, 299·0628.

3.SERVICES
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn

TYPING. 1st QUALITY. 883-7787,
2/24
MATH TUTORING AVAILABLE. Pre-Calculus,
Remedial, etc, Joe,299-1398.
2/20
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567.
2/28

••
··ccn,ere'

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line. Slightly used but
~till under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder, has
computerized buttonholing. Docs IOO'.s of f<incy
stitches. Regular $800, now $!SO cash. 294-8755. 2/28
TRADE 1967 VW BUS for comparable Bug. 2424768.
2124
BIG SALE WRAP-AROUND sweaters, excellent for
this weather. Now only $7,50 at California Fashion
Outlet, 2318 Central SE, across from campus. 2666872.
2/24
FOR SALE, KIRBY Classic Ill vacuum cleaner.
Commercial motor and attachments. Small monthly
payments, 266-5872.
2121

AIKIDO LESSONS. MARTIAL Art-Meditation.
First le.~son free. Sandia Judo Club. 9:00 am
Saturday.
2122
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
edilorial. system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
4/29
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn

4.

HOUSING

ONE BLOCK UNM, Deluxe one bedroom furnished
!tpartment. Twin or double beds, $18S. Varsity
House, 141 ColumbiaSE.
3/10
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS, 215 Yale
Blvd. SEal Lead. Newer, quiet, colorfully furnished,
large student styled studio apartments, ne:ttt to stores,
UNM, and
$1.B/momh with free utilities, SIOO
depOsit, no roommates or pets. See Manager Apr. 2.
242·9092 eves.
2/22

·rv-J.

NEED ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom apt.
$95 a month, Prefer wmcone in mid-tw4"'mi~s. Call
2124
Tayla. 256·12.15.
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. campus 1-bdrm.
carpets, pets fine, $120. Call 262·J751, Valley
Rentals, $30 fcc.
2/24
AVAILABLE SOON 3·BDRM, minutes to UNM.
Kids, pets welcome $210. Call 262-1751, Valley
2124
Rentals, 530 fee.
FANCY 1-BDRM, NEWLY furnished, stone
fireplace, $75 part utililies paid. Call 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, S30 fcc.
2/24
ENGINEERING STUDENT NEEDS two roommates to share new, J·bdrm house ncar l2lh and
Menaul. $120/month, includes utilities. 345-6074.
2122
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cookingo.l\
cleaning, you tlo the studying. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
2 .'20
2-UDRM APARTMENT. LR, DR~ kitchen. Three
blocks to UNM. S190plus utilitlc$". 843-9712.
2124
RENT 1-DIJRM HOUSE North Valley, pets. Sl45.
Elect., water paid. Paul 296-4886 {9·5), 344-2540
(C\'C,)
2/22

2/24

HERALD LOOI\11 45", 4 harness, double front and
back beams, 266-.4567 aftcr4:00.
2/20

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: Segovia method.
Bcgi nncrs· welcome. 266-9291.
2/28

5.

0

Store Only, across from Hippo Ice Cream.

LEIT FOR REPAIR bill, Dial-0-Matic zig-zag
sewing machine. Makes buttonholes, blind hems,
fancy designs and all the goodies, $25,00. 266-5871.
2/21

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, brand name color
television. New faclory warranty, no down payment.
Small monthly payments till balance is paid off. 2665872.
2/21
D~E TO NON-PAYMENT Sans!-li receiver, unclaimed layaway turntable, cassene or S-track
recorder and delu:tte Fronolic speakers. Assume small
payrhcnts. 268~4393.
2121

ASSUME SMALL MONTHLY p<Jyments on deluxe
Tappan rnicro~'/3Vc touch·mnti~. memory, browning
2/21
clement, adjustablesaclvcs. 268-4394.
MUST SELL EXCEPTIONAL Guitars: 1968 Jose
Ramirez--$1,750. 1974 Hernandis C<lnccrt-SGSO,
247-2117 or 255·7488.
2121
OLD FENDER TELECASTER* hard case, Humbucker pick-up, white, S200 lirm, J.:ccp trying, 2422.186.
2120

6.

ACROSS
to
1 Shoemaker's 50 Gershwin,
form
Sankey, et
5Sounded
al
crow-like
51 Tar source
52 Stands of
10 Poses
14 V~yaging
55 ~~e~ent
15 Wif'! b¥t- ---- 59 Usable on
maJOr! Y .
both sides
16 U.S. tenms 61 Neophyte
champ
62 E G
17 Thief's gal
· erman
river
18 U.S. poet
_63 Wi.oe out
20 Rich
22 Places in a
64 Sister of
Ares
~~=~:
65
Baseballer
23
----Perez
24 Free from
66 Thinner
deductions: 67 Gallic name
Brit.
25Gawked
DOWN
28 Forsaken
32 Airline for
Helsinki
1 Buddhist
33 Pick up, as
monk
options
2 On a
35 Calif.
specific
rockfish:
date: 2
Var.
words·
36Angered
3 Number one
33Workedup
4 Higher in
40 Part of
stature
Q.E.D.
5 Machine for
41 Madea
pressing
mistake
6 Dry as----43Kindof
7 Be without
alcohol
8 Work: Prefix
45 Summer in
9 Challenges
Paris
1 0 Asian
46 Certain ship
shrub: 2
ropes
words
48 Gave shape 11 Land mass

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips $89.95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-ycar
guaranteei $89.95.3407 Central NE, 25.5-2289. 2/23

UNITED Feature Syndicate
F~iday's Puzzle Solved:

,..,.,...,;...,.,

12 Norse god
13 Stitches
19 Come Into
21 Customer
24 More recent
25 More
bashful
26 -----Mater:
Mother
Earth
27 Attack
warning
28 Stets' opposite
29 Weary
30 From the
same
mother
31 Passe
34 Blue Jays
and Orioles
37 The "D" of
"C.O.D."
39 Boss

42 More extreme
44 Of great
length
47 Former
African VIP
49 Hockey's
Mr. Patrick
51 Throb
52 Cavern:
Poet.
53 Repetition
54 Stove
chamber
55 Steel shape
56 Br. wheel
part
57 Clay pipe
land
58 Facial
feature
60 lr. Repub.
Army

Fisher Appeal
Still Pending

.

'

.

have shown an interest in being on
the committee, he said.

It will probably be two or three
weeks before the matter between
Tom Fisher and the ASUNM
Elections Commission is settled,
Chuck Roberts, associate dean of
students, said.

Fisher was or'iginally fined $20 by
the commission in mid-November.
Half the amount was suspended by
the commission. He was fined for
illegally posting a sign (within 100
feet of a polling place) and being
abusive toward a oollworker when

Last week, after a preliminary
hearing with the ASUNM Student
Court, Fisher told the LOBO he
was not sure whether he would
pursue the appeal. Fisher said
Monday "I intend to pursue it as a
matter of principle.''
Wade Moody, ASUNM attorney
general, told the court at the
hearing the matter was not in the
court's jurisdiction. The appeals of
all persons in matters concerning
the election commission, he said,
are made to the students standards
and grievance committee.

Two students, two faculty
members and a fifth person selected
by these four will be hearing the
case of Fisher vs. ASUNM elections
commission, Roberts said.

1 RAilb(AZERS?

FOR SALE

1.0\Vl'ST PRICh RECORDS & tapes in New
MelliC'o. NaiUral Sound coruinucs it'S .. mellow down
easy'' sale--a116.98 list LP's, 3.99, all7.98 list LP's,
4.99. Higher Jist LP's and all tapes, $1.00
Natural Sound Records and Tapcc;, 119 HarVard SE

The two students ant! two faculty
niem bers are selected forom a pool
of 18 faculty and 18 students that

orr.

.

'

I

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

Fisher, a candidate for the
ASUNM Senate last semester, was
fined $10 by the elections commission for illegally posting a
campaign poster. Fisher is appealing the fine to the student
standards and grievance committee.

PART-TIME STUDENT POSITION for ASUNM
hlt~rnational Center Director. Application available
at 1808 Las Lomas NE, 10..12 <1nd 14:30, or at the
Ofncc of International Programs, 1717 Roma NE.
De:ttlllneMarch31,1978.
2/23

asked to remove the sign.
Fisher, hoWever, said, "whether
the pollworker was truly abused by
what he considered to be my
rudeness (is) highly subjective." He
also said the elections commissions'
interpretation of the law was resting
on a "crude technicality" and was u
"grass violation to the spirir of the
law."

Innocent Plea Expected

,
LOS ANGELES (UP!)- Leslie Van Houten, whose first two trials cost manslaughter is less than that which mea~t whe would.go fr7e.
The
prosecution
refused
and
now
wtll
press,
a
tlmd
tnal
on
the
first
the state an estimated $! million, was scheduled to go on trial for a third
.
.
.
.
time Tuesday for "Manson Family" murders that took place eight and degree charge.
prosecutiOn
witness
at
the
first
tnal
who also
Linda
Kasabian
the
star
one-half years ago.
Van
Houten's
second.
Disclosed
in
New
Hampshire
that
returned
for
Miss
Miss Van Houten, now 28, free on $200,000 bail is expected to plead
she
would
come
back
to
Los
Angeles
again
in
March
to
testify
at
this
third
innocent.
hearing.
The former high school homecoming princess was convicted in 1970 of
She told of her part in the Tate-LaBianca murders and was granted
first degree murder in the savage knife slayings of Leno LaBianca, a immunity from prosecution in return for her testimony.
grocery chain executive, and his wife, Rosemary, the night after the Sharon
.
·
.
.
County supervisor K. enneth Hahn release<;!. f1gu~e~ JlhOWJnl!. lh1e se~nhnt!
T a t e .k 1'll.mgs ·m August , 1969 ·
· ~:r= CEC""· M t B1anca repeated y wn a
Miss Van Ho.~ten. with Chades. -ManR.On.oAnd... b.ucunth ........ ~";-"-·!~kb~:~td=,···~,-:-_+...:1VfrsSVRrl1fOUfi£i1 aOmttteu staoul~g
rs. a
'
.
were sentenced to death but the penalty was. reduced to ltfe when the butcher knife. She said she was dommated by Manson s every WISh and
California Supreme Court outlawed capital pumsment.
·
was under the influence of LSD.
.. .
.
h
· ·
·
ed that she had been completely rehabthtated dunng er
In 1976 the State Court of Appeal overturned her conv;ctton on the
~(etth argu
ground that her case should have be~n severed fron:' the oth7r defendants pr~~~ ~~:Te~se lawyer said he might ask for a one-day postponement
.
b
h has other scheduled court appearances but would not seek any
when her attorney, Ronald Hughes, disappeared durmg the t~Ial.
She was tried a second time last year but the case ended m August m a
ecause e
hung jury with seven jurors voting for a verdict of second degree murder further delay.
The prosecutor will be deputy district attorney Stephen ~ay who acted as
and five for manslaughter- none for first degree murder·
assistant to Vincent Bugliosi at the First trial and wa' chief prosecutor at
Maxwell Keith, in a plea bargaining sesion with t~e
Defense lawyer
.
d
'lty to manslaughter. M1ss the second.
1 d
district attorney's office, offere .to Pea gl_ll - .1 d the penalty for
Van Houten already has spent eight years m Jal an
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Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Lobo

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per ~ord, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

engineering.
. .
.
.
Napoleon is studying ~IOmedical
engineering on an Air ~ore~
ROTC engineering scholarship. Hts
extracurriclular activities include
several Air Force ROTC groups
and intramural softball and
football.

•

••

LOBO photo by

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
·
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

w. Torry Hunt

'Special Olympics' Premiered

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

j_

Student Appointed
To Air Academy

A UNM sophomore has received
a telegram fr~m s.cn. Pet.e
Domenici informmg .. him of h1s
selection and appointment to the
United States Air Force Academy
.
in Colorado Springs, Coh
James Daniel Napoleon, 20, smd
his appointment to the academy
was based on ACf scores, grades,
extracurricular activities and a
nomination by a senator or
representative.
Napoleon said he will report at
the academy June 27. He said he
~~nts to study astronautical

.

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Tom Fisher

Trial Set for Manson Girl

- 'W"'ag~n

Enclosed $, _ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone'---~--

.

SPECIAL

ooLLEOT!ONS

EMPLOYMENT

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me:tico Daily
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8_ Miscellaneous.

••••••

Now you know: There are 600
different kinds of barbed wire.

PHI ALPHA THETA will meet on Friday, February
24, 1978 at 3:30 pm in the History Department
2/24
Lounge, Mesa Vtsta Halll106.

.TDDAY'S CRDSSWDBD PUZZLE
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A few hundred persons attended the
premiere of the movie "fipecial Olyf!~pics". at
Popejoy Hall recently.
The movte, which
features olympic decathlon gold medalist
Bruce Jenner, was filmed in Albuquerque in
December.

The movie met with a favorable response
from the audience, which applauded several
times during the showing.
"fipecial Olympics" will be aired on CBS
Wednesday at 7 p.m.

James D. Napoleon

Sena~Reschedu~s

Budget Hearings
Budget hearings with the ASUNM Finance wmmittee and ASU~M
bud~eted organizations ., •. hcdulcd for Feb. 25-2n were postponed, Rick
Ana~a chairman of the committee 'aid.
. .
The hearings were rescheduled for Mar~h 4-5 hegmmng at 9 a.m., he
said.
·
heanngs
·
· 1 1 · d · s of
President Tom Williams is lo be holcling
wit 1 ea cr.
budgeted ASUNM organizations as scheduled on feb. 25 and 26.

